We present a general method to quantify both bipartite and multipartite entanglement in a device-independent manner, meaning that we put a lower bound on the amount of entanglement present in a system based on observed data only but independently of any quantum description of the employed devices. Some of the bounds we obtain, such as for the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt Bell inequality or the Svetlichny inequality, are shown to be tight. Besides, device-independent entanglement quantification can serve as a basis for numerous tasks. We show in particular that our method provides a rigorous way to construct dimension witnesses, gives new insights into the question whether bound entangled states can violate a Bell inequality, and can be used to construct device independent entanglement witnesses involving an arbitrary number of parties. Introduction.-Entanglement, undoubtfully the most precious resource of quantum mechanics, has been routinely quantified in many experiments. However, such entanglement statements are generally only valid when a precise quantum description of the employed equipment is available [1]. In many contexts, such a quantum model is not available, in particular for complex biological or condensed matter systems, where one still disputes about the underlying quantum processes or is unsure about the appropriate description of measurements [2, 3] . In this case, one can still try to quantify entanglement exclusively from the observed classical measurement data, thus independent of any quantum functionality of the interested system. While this may seem impossible at first sight, such methodology is precisely the working principle behind the emergent field of device-independent quantum information processing, which started in quantum key distribution [4, 5] and device testing [6, 7] . However, while it is long known that Bell inequality violations [8] verify entanglement [9] , no precise bound on the amount of entanglement is known in the device-independent setting, presumably because non-locality and entanglement are different resources [10] . Even with a qubit assumption, quantification has so far only been achieved for the simplest experimental scenario [11, 12] .
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In this paper we present a general framework for various device-independent tasks, notably the quantification of bi-and multipartite entanglement using solely the observed classical data. Incidentally, this provides further results on seemingly unrelated questions in quantum information: First it certifies a necessary minimal dimension of the underlying quantum system and thus provides a rigorous and systematic construction of dimension witnesses [13] . Second, using the negativity [14] as our primary entanglement measure, we obtain new results for the long-standing Peres conjecture [15] , which states that no bound entangled state can violate a Bell inequality. We show that a Bell violation of any known bipartite bound entangled state, or more precisely, any entangled state with a positive partial transpose (PPT), can at most be very small, if not vanishing, for the simplest classes of Bell inequalities, thus providing circumstantial evidence in favor of this conjecture in the bipartite case. Finally, in the multipartite case our framework additionally facilitates-without resorting to the detection of genuine multipartite nonlocality [16] -the construction of device-independent entanglement witnesses (DIEW) for genuine multipartite entanglement [16] [17] [18] .
Problem definition.-Let us start by considering a bipartite Bell-type experiment where each party can employ different measurement settings x, y with respective outcomes a, b that are sampled from the conditional probability distribution P (a, b|x, y). These data have a quantum representation if there exists a quantum state ρ AB and local measurement operators M a|x , M b|y such that P (a, b|x, y) = tr(ρ AB M a|x ⊗ M b|y ). In the device-independent paradigm one tries to draw conclusions about ρ AB directly from P (a, b|x, y) without assuming any knowledge of the performed measurements or of the dimension of the underlying state. In order to do so one needs a characterization at the level of P (a, b|x, y) assuming that ρ AB satisfies certain properties. If ρ AB is only required to be a quantum state, we recover the original question leading to Tsirelson's bounds [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . But one can demand ρ AB to fulfill extra constraints, such as being PPT [24] , or-with our primary goal in mindthat its entanglement is bounded. This characterization task generalizes naturally to the multipartite case, e.g., to describe if the tripartite distribution P (a, b, c|x, y, z) is quantum, biseparable [16, 25] , originates from a PPT mixture [26] or has some bounded amount of entanglement.
Our method is a superset characterization, similar to the converging hierarchy proposed by Navascués-PironioAcín (NPA) [21] [22] [23] . For instance, in the bipartite case we show that a distribution P = P (a, b|x, y) can only originate from a PPT state if a special matrix χ [P, u] , that linearly depends on P and on some unknowns u, satisfies χ[P, u] ≥ 0 and χ [P, u] TA ≥ 0. If it is impossible to find such parameters u, then P has no PPT quantum representation. The novel observation which enables us to go beyond NPA is that if one organizes the matrix entries of NPA carefully, the resulting matrix χ can be interpreted as the result of local maps acting on the underlying quantum state. Then this matrix has a clear bipartite structure.
We emphasize that in quantifying entanglement or in characterizing correlations due to extra properties of the quantum state, we need statements that hold for all possible dimensions, measurements and states with the desired property. However, since any measurement operator corresponds to a projector in higher dimensions, we can assume without loss of generality the projection property, i.e., the relation M a|x M a ′ |x = δ aa ′ M a|x for the operators M a|x on system A for all x, a and a ′ . This follows from Naimark's extension [27] which preserves any entanglement monotone. Also, we shall simultaneously employ the notations M a|x and A i for measurement operators on system A, likewise for other systems. The set {A i } contains the identity operator A 0 = ½ and all but one measurement operator M a|x for each setting. Hence one has the aforementioned projection property and an identity relation
Technique.-To solve to desired characterization problem, we employ results obtained in the studies of matrix of moments for continuous variable systems [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and in the device-independent analysis [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Let us start with the matrix of moments for the bipartite case and consider first the scenario where the state ρ AB and measurement operators M a|x , M b|y are known. To this scenario we associate two completely positive (CP) local maps Λ A , Λ B that we apply to the quantum
HereĀ and B denote the respective output spaces. Specifically, consider the local map Λ A [ρ] = K n ρ K † n where the Kraus operators are given by K n = i |i Ā A n| A i , and |n A , |i Ā are orthogonal basis states of H A and HĀ respectively. Using a similar map for B one obtains
Thus the matrix χ[ρ] is just a matrix of certain expectation values. Since the local maps can also be defined using higher moments, e.g., by choosing Kraus operators
we shall refer to χ as a moment matrix of level ℓ if it contains all ℓ-fold products of A i . Since both sets {A i }, {B j } contain the identity, the trace of the underlying state is a matrix entry that we refer to as χ[ρ] tr = tr [ρ] . Finally, note that by the structure of these local maps we have a couple of important relations, e.g.:
separable. This matrix of moment approach can analogously be defined in the multipartite case. A device-independent characterization draws conclusion only from the observed correlations, hence, many of the entries of χ are unknown a priori. However, even without this information the matrix χ[ρ] has a structure which follows from known relations that hold independently of state and measurements: 1) A i , B j are Hermitian operators, 2) A i , B j satisfies the above mentioned projection property and the identity relation, 3) certain entries correspond to the observations P (a, b|x, y) = tr(ρ AB M a|x ⊗ M b|y ).
Via this partial information we can decompose without loss of generality each matrix of moments χ[ρ] as
i.e., into one fixed part that linearly depends on the observed data χ 
By this method one obtains an upper bound to the true PPT Tsirelson bound, which converges to the related commutative bound in the limit of large levels ℓ, see appendix for details. Next, let us show how to estimate the negativity [14] , defined via the sum of negative eigenvalues λ i of the partially transposed state as N [ρ AB ] = λi<0 |λ i (ρ TA AB )|. In the following we employ its variational form which reads as
Using the properties of the moment matrix, one can readily optimize over a larger set:
TĀ ≥ 0. If one observes a certain violation of a Bell inequality I · P = v, a lower bound on the negativity of ρ AB compatible with this observation is given by min P,u,P±,u±
Furthermore, since the negativity of any
, a lower bound on the negativity certifies also a minimal state space dimension. The bound of a dimension witness [13] , i.e., the maximal value of a Bell inequality for states with minimal local dimension upper bounded by d, can be constructed by an optimization analogous to Eq. (4) but with the expression I · P now appearing in the objective function, while the dimension restriction is enforced by the constraint
At this point we like to stress that these optimization problems admit a natural generalization to the multipartite scenario using PPT mixtures (which include biseparable states) and the genuine negativity as a measure for genuine multiparticle entanglement [26] . Further details and the explicit programs are given in the appendix.
Example I: CHSH -Let us start with the ClauserHorne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [34] , where each party has two possible settings x, y ∈ {1, 2} yielding binary outcomes a, b. Using correlation terms X x Y y = P (a = b|x, y) − P (a = b|x, y), the inequality local hidden-variable model (LHV), while quantum mechanics allows a maximum of I max CHSH = 2 √ 2. Since every separable state fulfills the LHV bound [9] , any violation I CHSH > 2 signals entanglement of the underlying quantum state ρ AB . By solving Eq. (4) we can now provide a quantitative statement in terms of the minimal negativity that the underlying state ρ AB must possess. Specifically, the numerical result leads to the sharp bound
The resulting plot and a more detailed discussion, also about the other examples, can be found in the appendix. Note that this recovers the known result that PPT states must necessarily satisfy the CHSH inequality [35] . Example II: Dimension witness-As a second example, we consider the Bell inequality I 3322 ≤ 0 [36, 37] where each party can perform three possible dichotomic measurements as indicated by the subscripts. For a violation of 0 ≤ v ≤ 0.25, the numerical solution of Eq. (4) gives N [ρ AB |I 3322 = v ] ≥ 2v and a two-qubit Bell state can indeed reach a violation of I 3322 = 0.25 [37] . However the maximum possible quantum violation is given by I max 3322 < ∼ 0.25088 and there exist infinite-dimensional states which can asymptotically reach this value [38] . From Fig. 1 , we see more closely that if I 3322 > 0.25 the negativity bound satisfies N [ρ AB ] > 1/2, which is achievable only with local Hilbert space dimension d ≥ 3. Hence, I 3322 ≤ 0.25 serves as a dimension witness for qutrits. In a similar way we investigated the very first Bell inequality used as a dimension witness [13] , namely, I 2233 ≤ 0 [37, 39, 40] , and confirm that violations larger than v = 1/ √ 2 − 1/2 ≈ 0.2071 require at least qutritsthis certifies the heuristic qubit bound of I 2233 [13] .
Example III: PPT Tsirelson bound -As a third example of the application of our techniques, we have computed upper bound on the PPT Tsirelson bound for the above Bell inequalities and 175 facet-defining Bell inequalities involving four dichotomic measurement settings per party [41] [42] [43] . Interestingly, our results show that for the majority of these inequalities, the maximal quantum violation allowed by all PPT entangled states is vanishing within numerical precision, hence unable to provide a counterexample to the bipartite Peres conjecture, cf. Tab. I and the appendix for more details.
Bell inequality
PPT Tsirelson bound ℓ Matrix size . Further specifications: ℓ labels levels of the matrix of moment, "Matrix size" refers to the dimension of the moment matrix. The last inequality corresponds to the tripartite case for states which are PPT for all bipartitions. The precision is at least 10 −7 .
Multipartite case-We also considered examples involving more than two parties, where one is typically interested to verify genuine multipartite entanglement. This strongest form of multiparticle entanglement can be detected from observed correlations alone by violating a DIEW [16] . For device-independent entanglement quantification, we investigated-by a method analogous to the bipartite case-the minimal amount of genuine negativity [26] needed to violate the DIEWs I 32 and I 33 , where each party has respectively two or three dichotomic measurements [16, 44] . Since I 32 is the Svetlichny inequality [45] , its violation also demonstrates genuine multipartite nonlocality. From the bounds we computed, again tight for the Svetlichny case (see appendix), we can also obtain information about the type of entanglement responsible for given violations, in similar spirit to Ref. [46] . For instance, since the genuine negativity of any state of the three-qubit W -class [47] is bounded by √ 2/3, one verifies that violations close to the maximum of these DIEWs can never be achieved by such type of entanglement. Moreover, our bounds show that these DIEWs can never be violated by states which are PPT mixtures [26] . Using similar arguments as presented in Ref. [18] , this result can even be extended to the n-partite witnesses I n2 and I n3 . This suggests that, apart from a quantification, the generalization of PPT Tsirelson bounds to the multipartite case provides a tractable way to approximate the set of biseparable quantum correlations in the presence of more than three parties [16] . Indeed, this approximation not only works well for the two families of n-partite DIEWs I n2 , I n3 , but also for a large number of symmetric 4-partite DIEWs involving two dichotomic measurements [48] .
Finally, there are also other questions for the multipartite case. At last we computed the maximal violation of the tripartite Bell inequality I S5 ≤ 3 [36] for states which are PPT for all bipartitions. We find that it is bounded by 3.0187, which shows that the example of Ref. [49] , optimally violates the tripartite Peres conjecture via this inequality, cf. Tab. I.
Conclusion.-We have presented a versatile tool to quantify entanglement in the bi-and multipartite case directly from the observed measurement results, thus irrespective of any quantum functionality of the employed devices. This framework offers great practical benefit in experiments since its statements are robust against any kind of systematic errors in the assumed quantum model and involves minimal assumptions. Moreover such a quantification provides additional applications: It yields information about the underlying state space dimension or the type of entanglement involved in the multipartite case. Furthermore, our tool allows for a systematic investigation into the long-standing Peres conjecture, and the computation of device independent entanglement witness for genuine multipartite entanglement.
For future work, we believe that our method can be extended to bound, in a device-independent manner, other entanglement measures. Clearly, it will also be interesting to investigate how our technique can be used in conjunction with other separability criteria, or applied in the closely-related steering [50] (with the partial information step only applied to one-side) or sequential measurement scenarios [51] .
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For the diagonal entries one employs tr
, while the zero entries occur by the projection identity M 0|x M 1|x = 0. Since the expectation value of M 0|x M 0|x ′ is not directly accessible we can only set it equal to a general complex entry u 1 + u 2 using real coefficients u.
Note that whenever the underlying state ρ is normalized, the first term of χ[ρ] is fixed to be tr(ρ) = 1. In the case where the underlying operator does not need to be normalized, however, as it happens for instance with σ ± in the negativity estimation by Eq. (3), this entry is not fixed a priori. It is thus given by an unknown variable u 0 ∈ Ê.
The multipartite scenario
In this section we define more precisely moment matrices for an arbitrary number of parties, and present multipartite optimization problems that compute the Tsirelson bounds for PPT mixtures and the deviceindependent quantification of entanglement in terms of genuine negativity.
In a multipartite scenario one can ask, in analogy with Eq. (3), for a bound on the observed correlations if the underlying state is a PPT mixture [26] . A n-partite state ρ is said to be a PPT mixture if it can be written as a convex combination ρ = m p m ρ m of states ρ m which are PPT with respect to different bipartitions m ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of the n subsystems. Since any state that is separable with respect to a chosen bipartition m is also PPT according to this splitting, the set of biseparable states is included in the set of PPT mixtures. Hence if one verifies that a given state is not a PPT mixture, one automatically certifies that it is not biseparable, and thus, by definition, genuine multipartite entangled.
The definition of moment matrices as given in the main text naturally extend to this n-party scenario by applying a local CP map Λ s to each subsystem s = 1, . . . , n, i.e., ρ → χ Tm ≥ 0, withm referring to the bipartition on the output spaces. Similar properties as given by 1) − 3) in the main text, constrain the general structure of χ[ρ] to be χ[P, u] and one readily obtains a superset approximation for correlations that can be attained via PPT mixtures. Thus if one is interested in the optimal values of a linear expression like I · P , where P is generated by a PPT mixture, one obtains a bound by solving
Note that in this formulation we included already the probabilities p m into the matrix χ[P m , u m ] such that χ[P m , u m ] tr = p m in this case. We show later in the appendix that even this multipartite extension converges in the limit of an infinite number of moments in χ[ρ].
For the multipartite equivalent of Eq. (4), let us first remind that the genuine negativity [26] (4), if one observes a value of I · P = v, a lower bound on the genuine negativity compatible with this violation is given by
Additional information on the presented examples
In this part we present some additional information on the examples mentioned in the main text and their respective negativity bounds.
First note that any explicit quantum state ρ 0 which attains a certain value v of a Bell inequality I · P = v provides an upper bound on the minimal negativity compatible with this violation, i.e., As we see in more detail in Fig. 2 , for both, the CHSH inequality and the I 3322 inequality for a value between [0, 1/4], the negativity bounds that we obtained by solving Eq. (4) correspond to straight lines for the level ℓ = 3. Specifically, for the CHSH inequality, this negativity bound is a straight line joining the points (I chsh = 2, N [ρ] = 0) and (I chsh = 2 √ 2, N [ρ] = 1/2) with largest numerical deviation ≈ 7 × 10 −7 among all the computed instances. Likewise, for the I 3322 inequality, it is a linear bound connecting the origin and the coordinate (I 3322 = 1/4, N [ρ] = 1/2) with largest numerical deviation ≈ 8×10 −7 . Since both endpoints I CHSH = 2 √ 2 and I 3322 = 1/4 can be achieved with a maximally entangled two-qubit state, having negativity N [ρ] = 1/2, we thus arrive at the sharp negativity bounds presented in the main text.
As we see in Fig 2, or more detailed in Fig. 1 This insight inspired us to also investigate the very first Bell inequality used to introduce a dimension witness [13] , more precisely, I 2233 ≤ 0 [37, 39, 40] , where each party can choose between two 3-valued outcome measurements. The corresponding negativity bounds are shown in the last plot of Fig. 2 , and are again tight for the highest computed level, ℓ = 3, by the same arguments as before. Similar to I 3322 we observe that the negativity crosses 1/2 at a violation of v = 1/ √ 2 − 1/2 ≈ 0.2071, therefore a larger quantum violation shows that the underlying state is again at least 3-dimensional. For this inequality it is furthermore interesting that for the maximal violation at I max 2233 = ( 11/3 − 1)/3, our numerical optimization gives a negativity bound that differs from that of the optimal, non-maximally entangled state [52] ψ λ ∝ |00 + λ |11 + |22 by less than 5 × 10 −6 . In the multipartite case the amount of genuine negativity necessary to achieve different violations of the I 32 and I 33 DIEWs were computed according to Eq. (9 Fig. 3 . Here we refer to partial levels such as level 2+ to denote moment matrices χ which were constructed with all terms involving 2-fold products of local measurement operators, as well as some 3-fold ones. Similarly to the CHSH and I 3322 inequalities, the plot for the Svetlichny inequality I 32 at level ℓ = 3 is a straight line up to numerical precision. Since the value I 32 = 4 √ 2 is achievable with a three-qubit GHZ state with genuine negativity N G [ρ] = 1/2, we obtain the following tight bound for the minimal genuine negativity compatible with a Svetlichny inequality violation, Fig. 3 we also note that no violation of these DIEW is possible with PPT mixtures; hence the bound for biseparable states coincides with the one for PPT mixtures. Since any DIEW with this property can be found by using Eq. (8), and this hierarchy applies to an arbitrary number of parties, this means that our technique can be used to find DIEWs of this kind for an arbitrary number of parties, in contrast to the numerical threeparty technique presented in Ref. [16] . Furthermore, as pointed out in the main text, since any three qubit state of the W-class [25] 
Since N G is convex, this optimization can be performed over pure three-qubit states |ψ W of the W -class. Note that the genuine negativity of a pure state is just the minimum bipartite negativity our result shows that violations v > 5.563 and v > 15.36 of the I 32 and I 33 inequalities can never be obtained by any such three-qubit states. Therefore one gains even further information from the achieved bound about the underlying type of entanglement, in similar spirit to Ref. [46] . At last let us comment on the presented PPT Tsirelson bounds from the main text, cf. Tab. I. All bipartite cases are computed directly from Eq. (3) and only the last entry corresponds to the multipartite scenario known to provide a counterexample of the multipartite Peres conjecture [49] . For this last Tsirelson bound one optimized the inequality I S5 with respect to tripartite states that are PPT for all bipartitions. This optimization problem is like Eq. (3) with the tripartite moment matrix and a PPT constraint χ[ρ]
Tm ≥ 0 for each bipartition. Via this numerical investigation on the bipartite case we hoped to find a counterexample to the bipartite Peres conjecture; a PPT state which could violate a Bell inequality. This perspective was triggered by the NPA hierarchy (or using also the modified moment matrix) to compute standard Tsirelson bounds. Although this method is only guaranteed to be complete in the limit of an infinite number of moments, it is important to stress that there are many known instances where one could stop the hierarchy already earlier, since one has already reached the true Tsirelson bound. This is certified by a special rank property of the solution [22] and means that the bound does not improve further even if one includes higher moments. However, in all our considered nontrivial PPT examples the respective bounds sharpened if we considered higher levels.
Statement of real states and measurements
In this section we show that the underlying quantum state and measurement operators can generally be assumed to be real when considering the deviceindependent quantification of entanglement in terms of (genuine) negativity, i.e., there exists an equivalent real construction having the same (or less) amount of (genuine) negativity. This extends the result of Ref. [53] which already proves that probability distributions arising from quantum theory in a Bell-type experiment can always be reproduced using only real states and real measurement operators.
This real property helps in the numerical implementation of the bi-or multipartite programs, Eqs. (3), (4) for all bipartitions m. Because N G is furthermore invariant under local basis changes one can employ the LU -equivalent standard form of a pure three-qubit state of the W -class [47] , which leaves a straightforward optimization. The bound is saturated by the W -state.
and Eqs. (8), (9) respectively, since it provides a notable parameter reduction in the optimization problems. This reduction becomes even greater in the presence of additional symmetries. We shortly comment on this parameter reduction at the end of this section. Proposition 1. Any n-partite probability distribution P having a quantum representation with respect to density matrix ρ and measurement operators A 
Let us start with the projectors. For any chosen basis we can decompose the matrix A = A r + iA i into a real, symmetric part A r = Ê (A) = A T r and an imaginary, anti-Hermitian part A i = ÁÑ(A) = −A T i . To this matrix we now associate the real and symmetric matrix
where Y = iσ y . This represents the well-known isomorphism between Hermitian and symmetric matrices, e.g., Ref. [33] . Note that the operator A acts on the enlarged Hilbert space
Since the original A satisfies the projection identity A 2 = A this provides the relations A 2 r − A 2 i = A r and A r A i + A i A r = A i and henceforth the projection identity for A by
We employ this construction for all projectors A s → A s . Next let us define the appropriate extension of the density matrix ρ to ρ = ρ A ′ 1 A1A ′ 2 A2...A ′ n An where the subscripts label the party to which the Hilbert space belongs.
However, for ease of reading, we shall use a different ordering of the Hilbert spaces (namely, the primed ones followed by the unprimed ones)
..An V by an appropriate permutation V on Hilbert spaces. More precisely, this operator is given by
Let us first show that ρ is positive semi-definite and has trace one as required for any density operator. To this end, first note that the right-hand-side of Eq. (12) can be rewritten as a sum of two orthogonal parts, namely, 2 −n−1 (½ − iY ) ⊗n ⊗ ρ and its transpose, where the orthogonality follows from the fact that (½ − iY )(½ + iY ) = 0. Since the set of eigenvalues remains unchanged under transposition, this means that the eigenvalues of ρ are precisely one-half of the respective eigenvalues of 2 −n (½ − iY ) ⊗n ⊗ ρ, but with twice the multiplicity. However since (½ − iY )/2 is just a rankone projector one has that the non-vanishing eigenvalues of 2 −n (½ − iY ) ⊗n ⊗ K for any Hermitian matrix K are precisely those of K. Thus, we obtain ρ ≥ 0, ρ tr = ρ tr = 1 and R(ρ Tm ) tr = ρ Tm tr for any bipartition m.
Next we need to show that these choices indeed preserve the expectation values. This is best seen using the state given by Eq. (12) and the measurement form of Eq. (10) together with the following identity
which follows from Y 2 = −½ and tr(Y ) = 0. Applying such identities when tracing out each auxiliary space yields
Next, we prove that the negativity remains constant
for any bipartition m. Thus we need the partial transposition of ρ with respect to m. For simplicity, we now consider partial transposition with respect to A; the general treatment is completely analogous. To this end, we remind that the partial transposition is a linear operation and thus from Eq. (12) and the fact that
where
..An is a unitary matrix and we have made use of the fact that σ x Y σ x = −Y . Since a unitary does not change the eigenvalues and using the previously mentioned invariance of the trace-norm we get ρ T A tr = R(ρ TA ) tr = ρ TA tr , and hence the statement that the negativity is unchanged. This statement holds for an arbitrary bipartition m. Finally, suppose that ρ = p m ρ m is the optimal decomposition for the original state ρ in the definition of the genuine negativity, i.e.,
Note that because the map ρ → ρ is linear and preserves positivity one knows that ρ = m p m ρ m is a valid decomposition of ρ into states attributed to different bipartitions m. Since the genuine negativity is defined by the minimum over all such decompositions, and because
, which proves the first part of the proposition.
Henceforth, we shall work with the real state ρ and the corresponding real measurement operators A s i = A sT i , s = 1, . . . , n that can produce the same correlations. Assuming this, statement a) is obtained as follows: If the original state ρ is PPT across a bipartition m, then the real state ρ has to be PPT as well. Therefore ρ Tm ≥ 0 can be considered as another quantum state, which, similarly would produce the correct observations since all measurements are real,
Here, between the first and the second line we transposed the measurement operator of all parties belonging to the bipartition m. Thus also the equal-weight mixture ρ ave = ( ρ + ρ Tm )/2 is a real state that is PPT invariant with respect to m and that yields the same correlations. A similar statement holds for PPT mixtures with partial transposition applied to each state ρ m in the decomposition.
Statement b) follows from a similar argument. For simplicity, we provide the proof below only for n = 2 parties; the generalization to an arbitrary number of parties is analogous. Let us suppose that ρ = ρ AB and that this state as well as A i , B j are not yet symmetric under exchange of the parties.
3 Let us add appropriate local auxiliary states |0 , |1 (on system A ′ , B ′ respectively) to signal whether the state is swapped or not, and con-3 At this point we can already assume that the local Hilbert spaces are isomorphic H A ∼ = H B by an appropriate embedding of a possibly smaller space in higher dimension. In this way the swap operator V = V (π AB ) is well defined.
sider the convex combination ρ given by
where V = V (π A B ) now denotes the swap operator on A = AA ′ and B = BB ′ . Similarly for the measurements
such that one finally can check that this is a valid quantum representation with
From the structure given by Eq. (17) one observes that ρ sym A B
is indeed invariant under the swap operator V . Finally since the negativity is convex and symmetric [54] one obtains N [ ρ Let us briefly remark how Proposition 1 reduces the number of free parameters for the semidefinite programs.
Firstly, note that since the underlying state and both measurements can be chosen to be real, the matrix of moments can be assumed to be symmetric
T . For the multipartite PPT mixture question of Eqs. (8) , (9) , this property can be applied to every bipartition, i.e.,
T . Concerning the negativity finally, this property can be further imposed for the operators appearing in the variational formulation, since a solution given by ρ m = σ
T ≥ 0, and hence also its equalweight mixture. Therefore in the negativity estimation as given by the semidefinite programs of Eqs. (4), (9), we can set additionally that
T . The statement a) also simplifies the computation of the respective PPT Tsirelson bounds as given by Eq. (3) or Eq. (8) . Since the state can be assumed to be real and PPT invariant, this provides the symmetry χ[
Tm ≥ 0 for all m. Finally, whenever one considers a symmetric Bell inequality [55] , i.e., satisfying I abxy = I bayx in the bipartite case, one can impose this symmetry also for the corresponding distribution P (a, b|x, y) = P (b, a|y, x), such that b) of Proposition 1 gets relevant. If both local maps in the construction of χ[ρ] have an equal number of moments, then χ[ρ] can be assumed to be invariant
under the swap operator VĀB. This symmetry in particular helps in the higher levels of the hierarchy.
Convergence of respective PPT characterizations
As emphasized in the main text, the method to approximate PPT Tsirelson bounds via Eq. (3) converges to a description of the commutative set in the limit of an infinite number of moments. A similar statement holds for the multipartite case and PPT mixtures. To show this, we start this section by formulating the commutative version of the respective quantum representation. We then proceed to show the equivalence between this commutative and the tensor product version in the case of a finite-dimensional quantum representation and, at last, prove the convergence. We stress that this convergence follows from the convergence of the NPA hierarchy [22] .
At first let us motivate this distinction between the tensor product and commutative version: In quantum information we are commonly used to employ tensor products for measurements on different subsystems, i.e., tr[ρ AB A ⊗ B]. In contrast, in algebraic field theory for instance, measurements on different parts are described by commuting operators [Ã,B] = 0, both acting already on the bipartite stateρ (therefore we use the tilde) such that expectation values become tr [ρÃB] . If one identifies A = A ⊗ ½,B = ½⊗B andρ = ρ AB then one sees that all expectation values using tensor products can be recovered with commuting observables. The converse question, however, is still open and is known as Tsirelson's problem [56] [57] [58] [59] .
For clarity, we start with the translation of the bipartite PPT constraint ρ TA ≥ 0 in commutative terms. We employ the simplified notions A i , B j , . . . 
This finishes the proof in the direction i) to ii). Let us now turn to the converse. Thus suppose that ρ andÃ i ,B j , all acting on the finite-dimensional Hilbert spaceH, are given as in ii). From these operators we now construct local measurement operators and a bipartite quantum state which is PPT; the statement that they even have the extra symmetries follows from point a) of Proposition 1. This construction is very analogous to the corresponding one of the standard Tsirelson problem. However, in order to show that the conditions given by Eq. (20) finally prove that the constructed bipartite state is PPT one has to keep track which operators can be built up by products ofÃ i ,B j and linear combinations of them, or, more precisely, by the operators set Q = Q ∈ (H) Q = ij c ijÃ (i)B(j), c ij ∈ .
From the given finite-dimensional commuting Hermitian operatorsÃ i ,B j one can infer the following decompositionsH
and representations
These statements can be inferred for instance from Theorem A.7 of Ref. [23] : The original structure given by Eq. (23) comes from the decomposition of (the finitedimensional C * -algebra) Q. The tensor product structure of H AB,k , included in Eq. (24) , originates from the same argument as in the standard Tsirelson problem, applied to the operatorsÃ i,k ,B j,k acting on H AB,k which still commute. (In addition to Theorem A.7 of Ref. [23] one needs to know thatB j,k are elements of the commutant of C * -algebra generated by {Ã i,k }).
Since it will become important shortly, let us stress the meaning of Eq. (25): It states that any operator of this form is in the set Q. Note that this structure includes, in particular, all operators ⊕ k [⊕ l Q kl ] ⊗ ½ with Q kl arbitrary. Thus, also the very special operators where all of these operators Q kl are zero except for one particular pair, maybe k = k ′ , l = l ′ . Hence by appropriately chosen coefficients c ij [Q k ′ l ′ ] it is possible to build up
with Q k ′ l ′ being an arbitrary operator acting on H AB,kl .
Next let us construct the bipartite state. In the following we denote by Π kl the projections onto H AB,kl ⊗ K k . 
such that tr[ρÃ iBj ] = tr[ρ AB A i ⊗ B j ] following Eq. (29) . That ρ AB is indeed a valid quantum state, while A i , B j are correct operators describing measurements follows from their structure.
Thus we are left to show that ρ AB is PPT, which, by its form given by Eq. (30) , is equivalent toρ AB,kl being PPT for all k, l. A finite-dimensional operatorρ 
